Journal Theme 2016
Empowering Learners
Embracing Equity in Our Schools

The Reflections journal provides a
forum for the exchange of current
theory, research and classroom
practice, as well as the release of
news of particular interest to
Manitoba educators at all levels.
If you are interested in sharing
research you have conducted, telling
us about your experiences in the
classroom, or explaining your views
of complex issues and the solutions
you have found to address problems
shared by others in your position, we
would like to hear from you.

REFLECTIONS
2016
Call for Submissions

Please review the theme and the
Submission Guidelines below and
contact our editor for any clarification
you may require.

Submission Guidelines
 Articles can range from 1000-1500
words (4-6 pages) in length. Shorter
submissions are also welcome.
 Please be sure to include:
 Title of the article ; author’s full name
 Position and place of employment
 Mailing address
 Phone number
 Email address
 2-3 sentences about the background
of the author(s)
 All contributions must be submitted
electronically as .doc files to
brendalanoway@shaw.ca.
 For articles, pages should be numbered
consecutively, including the bibliography.
 APA (5.0) style is required for all in-text
citations and reference lists. Canadian
usage and spelling is required.
 Pictures and illustrative materials are
encouraged, and will be included on the
basis of quality and availability of space.
Send as separate files and of a quality
ready to publish.
 Save files as: “author’s name_title of
article.doc”

Short
submissions

on classroom

Authors are expected to take full
responsibility for the accuracy of
the content in their articles, including references, quotations, tables
and figures.
Authors will be contacted by the
editorial board regarding requests
for clarification or revision.

ideas, letters

Deadline for written
submissions:

to the editor,

March 31, 2016

book reviews

For more information,
contact:

and graphics
are always
welcome.

Brenda Lanoway, Editor
brendalanoway@shaw.ca

